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Abstract

We investigate whether listener age or native speaker status has the biggest impact on the intelligibility of a synthetic New Zealand English voice. The paper presents findings from a speech intelligibility experiment based on a reminding task involving 67 participants. There were no significant differences in the results due to age (young and old adults), however there was for native speaker status. The non-native listeners performed significantly worse than the native listeners in the synthetic speech condition although no differences were found in the natural speech condition. We argue that despite the fact that aging impacts on speech perception, the older native listeners were able to draw on their in depth language model to help them parse the synthetic speech. The non-native speakers do not have such an in depth model to assist them.

Index Terms: speech synthesis intelligibility, older listeners, non-native listeners.

1. Introduction

Speech is increasingly used as an interface between humans and machines, particularly by social and assistive robots ([4-14]). One such example is the HealthBots project which has developed social assistive robots for older adults ([10-13]). These robots have been deployed extensively in a New Zealand retirement village. They provide a broad range of services to support the daily activities of the users, including vital signs measurement (e.g. pulse rate, blood pressure and glucose level), schedule reminder (medication, and meetings), telepresence communication, human-robot interaction (e.g. greeting, authentication), and entertainment in the form of jokes and music. The robot communicates to users via a computer screen and a synthetic voice, and the users communicate via buttons on a touch screen.

There is a significant body of work on human-robot interfaces, particularly targeted at the aged population (see for example [7-14]). Acceptance of these healthcare robots by users is crucial for the successful deployment of robots for aged care. In the HealthBots project, three extensive trials on the feasibility and quality of life effects of the robots in the retirement village have been performed over the last three years (see for example [11-13]). It was found that participants rated the robot highly in terms of overall quality of Human Robot interfaces [12], suggesting participants found the robot acceptable. There were also improvements in attitude towards the robots after meeting the robot [12] and the robot voice plays an important part in its acceptability [17].

1.1. The New Zealand English Voice

A diphone-based male New Zealand English (NZE) voice, running with the Festival Speech Synthesis framework [15] has been developed for the robots [16-19]. An NZE pronunciation dictionary was developed in conjunction with this voice, which contains not only words specific to the NZE lexicon (such as many Maori loan words), but also NZE specific pronunciations (for example the merger of all /i/ and /i/ diphthones to /e/) [16]. The choice of using a New Zealand accent was a deliberate one. People infer much about a person from their accent (e.g. likeability, authority, trustworthiness)[21-23], and negative perception of a voice can cause confusion in communication intent [23]. In socially interactive technologies there is also evidence that the accent influences the impression and acceptance of the interface [eg 17,23,24]. In a New Zealand based study we found people reacted significantly more positively to the robot if it had our NZE voice as opposed to the US accented KAL voice from Festival [17] and in addition they thought the performance of the robot was better. This was despite the task and dialogue the robot performed was exactly the same, only the voices differed. In [18] we specifically tested the perception of speech quality of the NZE voice by older people in a New Zealand retirement village. We found the NZE voice was ranked higher than the KAL voice, and participants reported that they felt they could listen to it longer.

Through speech quality tests we have received feedback on how pleasant people found the NZE robot voice [16-19] and anecdotally via comments collected from the robot trials. Age does effect the perception of quality, with the older listeners giving the voice lower speech quality scores than the younger listeners [18]. These speech quality tests have helped inform us on what improvements are needed for the voice, particularly for the older users. For instance we created a new Festival function that enables different vocal affect, in response to the request to make the voice less robotic [19]. However, there has not yet been a rigorous test of the intelligibility of the NZE voice. The speech is clearly intelligible as the robots have been successfully employed in the trials. But it is important to quantify the intelligibility to identify what areas of the synthetic voice need improvements.

There are user specific issues associated with speech intelligibility for the HealthBots robot. Speech intelligibility, whether it be synthetic or natural, is dependent on factors such as hearing status, listeners age, native speaker status (e.g [25-37]). These latter two are of specific importance to the HealthBots project due to the language background of the two the main user groups of our healthcare robot. These two groups are New Zealand senior citizens (who are currently predominantly NZE speakers), and their carers, many of whom are second language speakers of English [38]. There may be speech intelligibility issues associated with both groups, and we need to have a better understanding about these.

This paper outlines our investigation into the impact that both age and native speaker status have on speech intelligibility for both the synthetic NZE voice, and a natural voice. In section 1.2 we give a brief overview of other intelligibility studies with relevant findings to our study here. In Section 2 we present the findings of our own study, and discuss the implications of them in Section 3, before concluding in Section 4.
1.2. Speech intelligibility

There is strong evidence that the aging process impacts on speech perception, whether it be the ability to resolve differences in segmental temporal cues (e.g.[25]), understanding speech in background noise (eg. [26]), or, due to degradation in process resourcing (eg. [33]). These difficulties are expected to be further compounded in synthetic speech [27-30]. Studies consistently show that natural speech is more intelligible than synthetic speech [eg. 29-32]. Further, older participants perform consistently worse in intelligibility tests with synthetic speech, compared to younger adults [29-33]. In particular Wolters and colleagues [eg 29,30] demonstrated that older participants make more errors compared to younger participants in recalling complex words, such as medicine names.

However, regardless of age, Native speakers do have a vast knowledge of the sound system of their language, and for degraded speech they are able to exploit the fact there is a large amount of redundancy in spoken language, which is in contrast to the non-native speaker [28,36,37]. Being a non-native speaker is known to impact on intelligibility of synthetic speech [27,32,34], although the level of skill in the host language can reduce the impact [27]. However it is of note that Jones et al [28] found no difference in the comprehension rates between native and non-native speakers of English for a synthetic Australian English voice.

To date there has been no study that contrasts the synthetic speech intelligibility scores by listeners who are older adults to those who are non-native. In [32] they found older listeners performed worse than younger listeners in a synthetic speech intelligibility task. When they then split their young listeners group into native and non-native speakers, they found the non-native speakers performed worst. Perhaps the older first language listeners would have performed worse than younger non-native listeners, but this was not tested.

In this study we will explicitly look at synthetic speech intelligibility issues contrasting older and younger listeners, and native and non-native listeners. We expect greater accuracy with stimuli from natural speech than synthetic speech, and from less complex stimuli than complex stimuli. We also expect that the older listeners would find the intelligibility task harder than the younger listeners, and the non-native speaker listeners to find the task harder than native speaker listeners.

2. Speech Intelligibility Study.

We based our Speech Intelligibility study on a schedule reminding task proposed by Wolters et al ([29,30]). This task involved reminders about meeting people, and taking medicines. This experiment was ideally suited to our study, as reminding is one of the main services of the HealthBot Robots. In the exercise, participants were given a reminder about either meeting a person or taking medication at a specified time. They then were then required to identify the time the action was to take place, the person’s name, or the medication name. For this study the robots were not involved. Participants only heard the voice via an online survey. We did try to recruit participants from the retirement village, where the robots were being tested, however this proved very difficult. This survey came immediately after the three robot trials and the residents most likely had experiment fatigue. By having the survey online, we were able to recruit participants beyond the retirement village.

2.1. Methodology

In the study participants were given reminders in either a natural NZ voice or the synthetic NZE voice and we compared participant’s abilities to correctly recall the reminders. Approval was granted for this study by The University of Auckland Human Participation Ethics Committee.

2.1.1. The stimuli

The reminders the participants were given are listed in a generalized form in Table 1. Table 2 lists the times, people names, and medicine names used in the recall task. For the times we state the time of the day (morning, afternoon, evening), rather than stating AM and PM as in [29,30] as we believe this is more natural in spoken speech. In addition the names of the people and medicines were also adapted from [29,30] to be more applicable to New Zealand.

Table 1 The general form of the reminder stimuli. These were first proposed in [29,30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reminder</th>
<th>Template</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meeting Reminder</td>
<td>At “time”, you are meeting PERSON.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication Reminder</td>
<td>At “time”, you need to take your MEDICATION.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 The times, names of people, and names of medicines used in this study, adapted from [29,30].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Stimuli</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>5:05 in the afternoon, 2:25 in the afternoon, 8:45 in the afternoon, 6:40 in the evening, 11:40 in the morning, 8:20 in the morning, 8:10 in the evening, and 2:35 in the afternoon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSON</td>
<td>Judy, Julie, Nicky, Ricky, Kim, Jim, Ted, and Ned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICATION</td>
<td>Accumycin, Omeprazole, Beclotor, Cilazapril, Colecalciferol, Dexozine, Digoxin and Felodipine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The focus items for this study are capitalized in Table 2. Participants would hear a reminder, and then were required to respond to a questions about the reminder (e.g. for the reminder “You are meeting Jim at 5:05 in the afternoon”, they would be asked: “What time will you meet Jim?”). For the synthetic NZE voice the focus word was emphasized by placing a small pause immediately before to it, along with a slight pitch rise syllable prior to the focus word.

For both voices the questions were formulated so the focus item was usually in the second part of the sentence, but for medication names we also asked participants to recall these when they fell in the first part of the sentence. In a preliminary study [35] we found, as in [29,30], that participants recalled items better if they occurred in the second part of the sentence in the reminder. There was no need, therefore, to retest this thoroughly in the larger study.
There were 32 reminders in total: 8 TIME and NAME reminders, and 16 MEDICINE reminders. The order of the reminders was randomized. Two versions of these 32 reminders were compiled; one with natural speech (also an NZE male speaker), and one with the NZE voice. The text content was exactly the same.

2.1.2. The web-based survey

The entire intelligibility test was delivered online using the open source software LimeSurvey (www.limesurvey.com) on a web server at The University of Auckland. Participants were required to have a playback facility on their computer. At the beginning of the survey, the web service provided participants with a client-system test to ensure that both the survey website and the multimedia player were running correctly on the user’s PC. Prior to the Speech intelligibility task, participants were given an example question and answer. Participants typed their response to each reminder into a text box. They were only able to listen to each reminder once. The intelligibility part of the survey took about 20 minutes to complete. There was a speech quality survey as well [35]. This took about 10 minutes complete and was presented first. Only the results of the intelligibility test are presented here.

2.1.3. Participants

Eighty-one participants were recruited for the experiment. Unfortunately 12 participants only partially completed it. Most likely this was due to either participant fatigue or issues with the internet connection, judging by their comments. Of the remaining 69 participants 50 were in the young group, aged between 18-25 years, and 19 were in the older group, aged over 45 years. The majority the older group was aged over 60 (12/19). In addition 43/69 participants had English as their first language (henceforth referred to as the L1 group), and 26 were second language speakers of English (henceforth referred to as the L2 group). Twenty-four of the L2 group were from the young group. They had lived in an English-speaking country for a mean of 9.8 years, with a standard deviation of 4.8 years. The remaining two L2 participants were in the older group. However we removed these two from the experiment, as this wasn’t a sufficiently high enough number of participants for the old L2 category to be experimentally viable. The very low number in the old L2 group was due to the fact we did not specifically target this group, but the online survey was open to everyone. Given the task was online; it was not feasible to do hearing tests, however participants did have to fill out a questionnaire about themselves, which included a question on hearing. Four of the older group reported hearing problems, none of the younger group did. The participants heard the reminders being given in one voice type only, and were randomly allocated to one of the two categories (natural or synthetic). Table 3 below lists the age, language background and number of participants hearing each voice.

Table 3 the number of participants who heard each voice type, according to age and language experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voice Used In Task</th>
<th>Young</th>
<th>Old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZE voice (NZE)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.4. Analysis of Data

All responses were scrutinised and compared to the intended word. It was necessary to use a certain amount of discretion to decide whether a response was correct or not. Participants were only asked to write down what they heard and were assured that it was not necessary to spell the word exactly right. There was very little variation in the spelling of people’s names, but there was for the spelling of the medicine, and any reasonable phonetic spelling was accepted (for e.g. for the Drug Accumycin acceptable answers included “Ackumisin”, “Acumysene”, “Accumycin”, unacceptable answers included “Attemeisin” “Acilimentin: “accumice”). All times where entered in a digit format and an indication of the time of day (e.g. 5:05 pm). All responses were marked as correct or incorrect, and then the package R [39] was used to do the statistical analysis.

2.2. Results

A multi-way ANOVA was used to analyse the data. The number of correct responses was the dependent variable, and there were three independent variables: participant type (older L1 adult , younger L1 adult, younger L2 adult), voice (natural vs. synthetic), and Stimuli type (TIME, PERSON’s name, MEDICINE). All three independent variables were found to be significant. Posthoc Tukey HSD tests, and t-tests were then used to further examine the results. These are discussed in detail below.

2.2.1. The effect of voice

There were more correct responses for the natural voice (mean score 76.8%, SD 20.7%) than for the synthetic NZE voice (mean score 71.6 %, SD 24.3%), and this was significant (F(1,261)=4.5,p<0.05).

2.2.2. The effect of L1 vs L2

There were significant differences in the responses of the three different participant categories (F(2,261)=11.9, p<1e-4). The difference was an L1 vs L2 effect only. There was no significant difference between the two L1 groups (Posthoc Tukey p=0.9), the mean correct score for the old L1 was 77.9% (SD 25.1%), and for the young L1 was 77.1% (SD 19%). In contrast the L2 Young group (mean correct score of 66.0 %, SD=24.1%) performed significantly worse than the L1 Young group (Posthoc Tukey p <1e-3), and the L1 Old group ( Posthoc Tukey p<1e-3). For age related effects it is only appropriate to compare the two difference L1 groups, and for this study there is no significant difference. Although it is interesting that the L1 old group was more variable than the young L1 group.

Table 4 L1 and L2 groups Mean Correct scores for all the stimuli (left),NZE voice(middle),Natural (end).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voice Used In Task</th>
<th>Young</th>
<th>Old</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>L2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
<td>76.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZE</td>
<td>76.0%</td>
<td>61.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mean correct scores for the L1 and L2 participants for all the stimuli, both Natural and Synthetic, are given in Table 4. The results of the young and old L1 groups have been pooled together since there was no significant difference between the two. The mean correct scores from the Natural speech are much higher than for the synthetic speech, which is expected since the Voice factor was significant. Interestingly although the L2 group performed worse than the L1 group for both the Natural and Synthetic conditions, only the differences in the Synthetic condition are significant. Posthoc t-test (Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons) showed that the L2 responses for the synthetic stimuli were less than both those from the young L1 group (t([112.5])=3.8, p<0.05), and the old L1 (t([104.9])=3.0, p<0.05). In addition the t-tests showed that there were no differences between any of the three groups in the natural speech conditions.

2.2.3. The effect of Stimuli

Table 5 Results of the intelligibility of different stimuli in a sentence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimuli</th>
<th>Overall</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>59.7%</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>62.9%</td>
<td>66.0%</td>
<td>57.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>87.1%</td>
<td>91.9%</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>83.8%</td>
<td>86.9%</td>
<td>78.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stimuli type also impacted significantly on intelligibility, as can be seen in Table 5 (F(3,261)=36.8, p=0), where FM stands for the medication name in the first, or earlier, position in the sentence, and SM stands for the MEDICATION name in the second, or latter, position. All of the NAME and TIME stimuli were located in the second position in the sentence. Posthoc Tukey HSD tests on the overall results showed that both the NAME and TIME stimuli have a significant higher intelligibility than medication in either position in a sentence (NAME–FM: diff = 27.4%, p = 0; SM–NAME: diff = -24.3, p = 0; TIME–FM: diff = 24.1%, p = 0; TIME–SM: diff = 20.9%, p = 0). There is no notable difference between the intelligibility of MEDICATION stimuli located in either position in the sentence (SM–FM: diff = 3.2, p = 0.77), nor any intelligibility differences between TIME and NAME stimuli (TIME–NAME: diff = -3.4, p = 0.74).

From our earlier findings (see section 2.2.2) we would expect the L2 participants to do worse than the L1 participants. This can be seen clearly in Table 5, across all 4 stimuli groups. However there was no significant interactions between the stimuli type and language background of the participants, which means the tasks the L1 listeners found easy were also found to be easy by the L2 listeners (i.e. identifying the names and times), and the tasks the L1 listeners found hard, were also found hard by the L2 listeners (i.e. identifying medicine names).

3. Discussion

Some of the findings of this study reinforced our earlier expectations, however some were unexpected. As expected the participants recalled items better if they heard the reminders in the natural voice, as opposed to the synthetic voice. This was also found in [29-31,33]. We note though, that there was only an absolute difference of 5% in the overall intelligibility between the natural and synthetic speech. We also found that less complex stimuli (in our case times and peoples’ names) were much easier to recall than the complex ones (in our case medicine names), this was also found in [29-31]. However in contrast to [29,30], we found there was no significant difference in the ability to recall a medicine name regardless of its position in a sentence. It is possible that our method of increasing focus on the keyword (see Section 2.1.1) may have aided in reducing the impact of sentence position on the keyword.

The most significant results from this study are that native speaker status has a greater impact on the speech intelligibility than age. In fact the old L1 speakers performed at the same level as the young L1 speakers, this also is unexpected.

One possible explanation for the high performance of the old L1 group was they were not old enough. The oldest L1 group in this study comprised 4 in the over 75 years group and 8 in the 60-75 years group, however there were also 7 between 45-60 years (although most in this group were nearly 60 years). However when we rediv the ANOVA, splitting the L1 group into three groups (the young L1 speakers (as before), those between 45-60 years (7 in this group), and those 60 years and over (12 in this group)) the same variables remained significant. Further, there remained no significant difference between the young L1 speakers (77.1%) and old L1 group - now aged over 60 years old (mean 73.4%).

Other studies have indicated that it is the hearing status of the participants, not the chronological age that is the most important influence on performance [eg. 29,30,33]. The over 60 years L1 group, had all the self-reported cases of hearing impairment, and yet their intelligibility scores were still not significantly different from the young L1, although their mean score is less than the young L1 speakers. Perhaps by increasing the participant numbers this difference would become significant. However the relatively good performance of the older group is further evidence that our methods employed to improve the intelligibility of the voice are working. As is the fact that no significant differences was found for the L1 speakers between their speech intelligibility scores for the synthetic NZE voice and the natural voice (see section 2.2.2).

It is also very noteworthy that there was no significant difference between the L1 and L2 group in the natural voice condition (with a mean of 79.2% and 72.9% respectively, see Table 4). The L2 group only perform significantly worse than the L1 group in the synthetic speech condition (mean 61.9% vs 76.6%, see Table 4). This suggests that it is not the complexity of the reminding task, in particular the spelling of the medicine names that is causing the comparative low score for the L2 group, it is the processing the synthetic speech.

Previous speech intelligibility studies have attributed the poorer performance of the L2 participants, compared to the L1 participants, to less depth of knowledge in both the sound system and linguistic structure of their second language [27, 28, 36]. By contrast the poor performance of older participants compared to young participants in intelligibility studies has been attributed to hearing issues [eg. 29,30,33] and memory issues [eg. 29,30]. However, as noted by [28,36, 37] adult L1 listeners have an in depth knowledge of the sound system and linguistic structure of their language. This helps with intelligibility in natural speech; in [36] they showed L1 listeners benefit from clear speech, but L2 listeners do not. Our study here suggests that whilst the synthetic speech increases the cognitive load on the listeners, the L1 listeners are able to draw on their language knowledge in a way the L2 cannot. Thus whilst the older L1 participants would have all
had age related hearing loss [26] (some to the level it was self-reported) their in depth language knowledge helps compensate for this. A natural conclusion from this study would be that a group of older L2 participants would perform the worst at this task. As we only had two participants in this category, we are not yet in a position to test this, once again more participants would be required.

However for the HealthBots project the findings from this experiment are significant. The numbers of overseas born careers for the New Zealand Elderly have been steadily increasing, between 1991 and 2006 the numbers of careers born overseas increased from 19% to 25% [38], and this increase continues [40]. But more significantly the number of careers for whom English was not their first language has also increased dramatically [40]. Therefore the fact that the young L2 group performed significantly worse than either of the L1 groups in our study has significant implications for human-machine interfaces in the HealthBots project, and in fact for all human machine interfaces in healthcare of the Elderly. This is because throughout the western world there is an increasing reliance on carers whose first language is not the language of the country in which they live [38].

In the HealthBots project the focus to date has been improving the intelligibility of our Healthcare robot voice for the Elderly users. We knew that speech intelligibility of the robot would also be an issue for their carers (many of whom have English as a second language), however we made the assumption that age would be a bigger disadvantage than language background. The result of this study suggest this assumption, has been wrong. Therefore although issues with the elderly population remain our main focus, it is now clear we need to also perform our intelligibility tests on L2 speakers too.

4. Conclusions

In this study we have shown that in a reminder task complex words are harder to recall than simple words, reinforcing the findings of [29-31]. The intelligibility of the NZE voice compares favourably to natural speech; in fact for the First Language listeners regardless of age, there was no significant difference between the intelligibility of the two voice types. However for the Second Language listeners the NZE voice is significantly less intelligible than the natural voice. Consequently the main findings of this study, is that for the synthetic NZE voice it is the native speaker status of the listener, not age that has the biggest impact on speech intelligibility. This has major implications for human-robot interfaces in healthcare owing to large number of increasing number of carers in the health systems who are second language speakers in their country of employment.
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